The Emergence of Specialized Roles Within Groups
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Abstract

Humans routinely form groups to achieve goals that no individual can accomplish alone. Group coordination often brings to mind synchrony and alignment, where all individuals do the same thing (e.g., driving on the right side of the road, marching in lockstep, or playing musical instruments on a regular beat). Yet, effective coordination also typically involves differentiation, where specialized roles emerge for different members (e.g., prep stations in a kitchen or positions on an athletic team). Role specialization poses a challenge for computational models of group coordination, which have largely focused on achieving synchrony. Here, we present the CARMI framework, which characterizes role specialization processes in terms of five core features that we hope will help guide future model development: Communication, Adaptation to feedback, Repulsion, Multi-level planning, and Intention modeling. Although there are many paths to role formation, we suggest that roles emerge when each agent in a group dynamically allocates their behavior toward a shared goal to complement what they expect others to do. In other words, coordination concerns beliefs (who will do what) rather than simple actions. We describe three related experimental paradigms—“Group Binary Search,” “Battles of the
Exes,” and “Find the Unicorn”—that we have used to study differentiation processes in the lab, each emphasizing different aspects of the CARMi framework.
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1. Synchronization versus specialization

When most people think about group coordination, they imagine group members matching their actions in time, as when an audience spontaneously synchronizes their applause at the end of a concert or fireflies synchronizing their flashes of light (Strogatz, 2003). This kind of synchrony is often taken to be the default route to successful coordination for human groups. Well-functioning teams are “in sync,” with members working together “in unison.” For example, theoretical interest in behavioral matching phenomena—mimicking one another’s body language, vocal features, and actions—stems from the premise that synchrony is an engine of empathy and cooperativity in groups: when a person aligns their behavior with another person’s, the imitated person supposedly likes the imitator more and subsequently engages in more prosocial behavior toward them (Hove & Risen, 2009; Lakin, Jefferis, Cheng, & Chartrand, 2003; Sebanz, Bekkering, & Knoblich, 2006). In this way, it seems like groups are drawn toward conformity to function (Asch, 1956). Even in adversarial tasks with an explicit incentive not to synchronize with others, people often still end up synchronizing their spatial choices (Frey & Goldstone, 2013) and foraging positions (Goldstone & Ashpole, 2004).

Although synchronization may be one mechanism for facilitating coordination, social life is rife with examples of groups working better when members do different things. For example, players on a soccer team assume roles, such as defending a particular opponent or feeding the ball to their striker/forward/center (Bowling & McCracken, 2005), and the doctors and nurses in an operating room assume roles, such as managing anesthesia or intubation (Helmreich & Schaefer, 1994). At a macro-level, most organizations have a top-down management chart specifying distinct roles and their relationships—for instance, engineers may not be involved in advertising. But at a more micro-level, individuals on a single engineering team may adopt ad hoc functional roles within a given meeting (e.g., Dong et al., 2012), or dynamically specialize on subtasks (e.g., Dafoulas & Macaulay, 2001; Valentine & Edmondson, 2015). Often, the division of a group into specialized roles is task-dependent and at least partially self-organized rather than being top-down stipulated (Allen, Jara-Ettinger, Gerstenberg, Kleiman-Weiner, & Tenenbaum, 2015; McKee, Hughes, Zhu, Chadwick, Koster, Castaneda, Beattie, Graepel, Botvinick, & Leibo, 2021; Stone & Veloso, 1999; Wu et al., 2021).

Given the complexities of the modern world, coordination via role specialization may be even more ubiquitous than coordination via synchronization. The tasks facing large groups, such as factories, laboratories, orchestras, and governments, are too complex for any individual to be able to understand everything that must be accomplished by the group and how to
best accomplish it (Henrich, 2016; Laland, 2017). For example, the conductor has an excellent overview of what is required to play each of the instruments in her orchestra, but cannot play them all at a sufficiently high level of expertise. Developing a professional level of play in any single instrument consumes a significant portion of an all-too-short lifespan. Generally speaking, members of modern societies rely on specialized experts to fix their cars, hearts, plumbing, and computers. In fact, most of what we think we know is not contained inside our own skulls, but is distributed across our social network of friends and colleagues (Sloman & Fernbach, 2017; Sloman & Rabb, 2016).

We view role specialization as one distinctive solution to the broader class of division of labor problems. Not all division of labor involves different roles. For example, if multiple cakes must be baked, and each member of the group bakes one cake in parallel, they have successfully divided up the labor without meaningfully adopting different roles. If those cakes needed to be baked in a shared kitchen, under resource constraints, then the dependencies between agents increase and stable roles may emerge. For example, some bakers may allocate themselves to a “morning shift” versus “night shift” to take turns. Roughly speaking, in the kinds of phenomena we review in this paper, agents are not perfectly exchangeable. Even if they start a task being exchangeable, they are no longer exchangeable as a result of their interactions. Differentiation may be based on which actions should be performed, when and where certain objects should be acted upon, or both (e.g., Raveendran, Puranam, & Warglien, 2016). For example, members of a security detail may split up to keep watch over different areas of a venue. In that case, all agents may be doing the same action (visual search) at a broad level but are carrying out the action on complementary objects or spatiotemporal regions (the “roof” role vs. the “stage” role). Alternatively, in the sports, music, and organizational chart examples, team members are specialized for distinct actions (the “striker” role vs. the “sweeper” role) but may be acting on the same objects in the same spaces. Moreover, in both cases, the division of labor can either be imposed top-down or may instead arise through bottom-up self-organization (e.g., Richardson et al., 2015). We will primarily focus our review on features of bottom-up self-organization, as these remain less well-understood.

2. The CARMI framework for role specialization

In this section, we propose an overarching framework that provides a broad characterization of group-level role specialization in terms of five core features (Durkheim, 1893; Rabb, Fernbach, & Sloman, 2019): Members of a group [C]ommunicate their plans and proposals for coordination, [A]dapt to feedback on how well they are doing at a task, are [R]epulsed by their partners’ strategies, develop [M]ulti-level plans to facilitate the division of labor, and create internal models of their partners’ [I]ntentions and knowledge. In this section, we will walk through each of the features of the CARMI framework making reference to the example illustrated in Fig. 1. Suppose a pair of agents are building a restaurant together. This is a remarkably complex task with many interlocking subtasks. What allows them to effectively collaborate, and how do they divvy up the work?
Fig. 1. An overview of the CARMI framework for understanding how groups dynamically self-organize themselves so that members adopt complementary specialized roles.

2.1. Communication of intentions, plans, and proposals

The most obvious (and effective) way to establish roles is for the agents to explicitly communicate with each other using verbal or nonverbal cues. The conventions provided by a shared language enable efficient access to abstract intentions, plans, and proposals (Hawkins et al., 2022). For example, Alice (on the left) could simply say, “I’d be happy to handle the bathrooms, since I have a lot of experience with plumbing” and Bob (on the right) could say, “That sounds good; I don’t know much about plumbing, so I’ll get started on the dining room design.” Even if they do not speak the same language, nonverbal communication is still better than nothing. Alice could point to the bathroom area and Bob could give a thumbs-up before wandering off to the kitchen. Although classic game theoretic accounts often conclude that nonbinding promises (“cheap talk”) should have no effect on coordination, groups in which members are allowed to freely communicate to make proposals, assurances, and promises regarding the distribution of roles to resource management are more likely to come up with efficient and fair cooperative schemes (Mirsky, Macke, Wang, Yedidsion, & Stone, 2021; Ostrom, 2006; Ostrom, Walker, & Gardner, 1994). For example, when people can discuss possible rules systems for divvying up a resource into complementary private properties, they collectively harvest that resource much more efficiently than when communication is not allowed (Janssen, Goldstone, Menczer, & Ostrom, 2008). Furthermore, early effort expended
on communication produces dividends for future interactions, as the negotiated roles may continue to be adopted on subsequent rounds when communication is no longer necessary or possible. A relatively small initial investment in explicit coordination continues to reap benefits for the individuals in a group.

Communication is such a powerful mechanism that it tends to overshadow other factors driving role differentiation. But explicit communication is neither necessary nor sufficient for roles to emerge in groups. The remainder of the CARMI framework emphasizes factors driving role differentiation even in the absence of a shared communication protocol. To effectively observe these other processes at work, many studies of role formation intentionally restrict communication among agents. All three case studies we review have this property. We return in the discussion to the question of how explicit communication ought to work in tandem with these other factors of theoretical interest.

2.2. Adaptation to feedback

In the absence of explicit communication, the most basic ingredient for emergent role differentiation is a degree of sensitivity to feedback about what other individuals are doing and how the group is performing as a whole. Feedback may come in many forms, but whether it is weaker or stronger, it provides some signal which can be used to adjust one’s own behavior to improve group performance. For example, returning to the restauranteurs in Fig. 1, Bob could wander back into the bathroom where Alice is working and notice that she is not using the same tiles he has been using, or he could receive notice that their current plan violates building code, or that potential customers do not like the color scheme. Each of these observations ought to lead to specific adjustments in their subsequent policy, and potentially in their understanding of different roles.

All computational models of group coordination rely to some extent on feedback cues to drive adaptation and learning over time, but accounts differ concerning what forms of feedback are available and what learning rule should be used to update the policies. For example, consider a classical “win stay/lose shift” strategy (Sutton & Barto, 2018), where agents persist with a given strategy when receiving positive feedback and only switch strategies upon receiving negative feedback. This rule may be contrasted with a more graded version better glossed as “Stay closer to a strategy as its outcome becomes increasingly good” (see Sloman, Goldstone, & Gonzalez, 2021), allowing agents to flexibly keep parts of their previous strategy while switching others (Campbell, Izquierdo, & Goldstone, 2022). We will examine the consequences of feedback in our case studies below, but for now, we simply emphasize that subtle differences in feedback-handling may lead to significant changes in group dynamics.

2.3. Repulsion from partner’s strategy

So far, these features seem to characterize all forms of group coordination, including synchronization. What accounts for the distinctive patterns of differentiation-based solutions? The third component, repulsion, aims to capture the descriptive flavor of complementary strategies found in these groups. As agents receive feedback and track other group
members’ actions, they tend to be repulsed away from their partners’ strategies when conflicts are detected. They adjust their strategy toward what they perceive to be complementary aspects of the task. In Fig. 1, Bob may come in one morning to find Alice working on a task in the kitchen that he is usually responsible for. Rather than inefficiently barreling into this same task, he may dynamically reallocate himself on the fly to something else that does not get in the way.

In empirical (Setzler & Goldstone, 2020) and computational (Setzler & Goldstone, 2022) analyses of improvising jazz musicians, simultaneously interacting musicians tended to play notes that harmonically complement their partners’ notes, compared to cases when one player lays down their musical track on top of a pre-existing track provided by another musician. Even if there is a prepotent tendency to synchronize actions, as some models predict, the need for complementarity in such environments may sometimes be in tension with this tendency, requiring effortful inhibition. For example, the strong tendency to act “in sync” with somebody with whom one empathizes could ironically lead to coordination difficulties when complementary strategies are required. When a group would benefit from differentiated roles, the natural inclination to engage in behavioral mimicry with in-group members (Chartrand & Lakin, 2013) could actually lead to poorer group outcomes.

2.4. Multi-level planning

A major challenge for models of group coordination is that role specialization unfolds across multiple time scales, spanning several orders of magnitude. At the long time scale of an entire lifetime, role specialization is tantamount to the development of expertise. When considering careers, people often sort themselves into training paths that give them expertise in fields that they expect to be in demand and in which they have the aptitude to excel. At the intermediate time scale, people are remarkably adaptable to the composition of their teams and the problems they need to solve. For example, instead of many software engineers grappling with the same idiosyncrasies of a particular software package, it may make sense for a handful of individuals to master the details and become de facto experts for the community. Finally, at a short time scale, teams may need to spontaneously organize themselves into ad hoc roles for a specific, novel situation that they face (Misyak, Melkonyan, Zeitoun, & Chater, 2014). For example, doctors in emergency triage units spontaneously assign themselves to patients, and defense teams in basketball dynamically adjust their player-to-player coverage to accommodate picks and lopsided matchups between opposing players.

Importantly, these scales interpenetrate one another. If a person dynamically adopts a particular role in enough individual micro-situations, then they will gradually become more proficient in the role, leading them to adopt it in subsequent situations, eventually leading to genuine expertise at the macro-level. Much like flowing water creating canals that channel subsequent water flows, roles adopted in the short term may become entrenched with repetition. For human groups to be as flexible as they are, agents must have some ability to reason and plan appropriately across these scales. For example, in Fig. 1, when designing an individual bathroom fixture, Bob must not only account for what Alice is currently designing in the
kitchen, but also what fixtures she is likely to include in the future. In line with the previous component of the framework, we suggest that locally arising conflicts may be instrumental in achieving longer-term coordination.

### 2.5. Modeling partners’ intentions and knowledge

A final component of our framework is the capacity of agents to develop models of their partners’ intentions and goals and to use these models to shape their own downstream behavior (Bratman, 1992). One cognitive mechanism that may support this capacity is agents making inferences about others’ likely beliefs, knowledge, and intentions given observations of the actions others’ take (Baker, Jara-Ettinger, Saxe, & Tenenbaum, 2017). These inferences allow for flexibility across different contexts and groups. For example, in heterogeneous groups, inferences about the background knowledge or skills of each agent may support more effective role allocation, as less knowledgeable agents may defer to others who are better-suited for a particular task (Liemhetcharat & Veloso, 2014). Such inferences may account for the repulsion of strategies that is characteristic of role specialization. Given strong enough social expectations—for example, that Alice has a deep knowledge and expertise in installing countertops and ventilation systems, and that Alice believes Bob is better at bathroom plumbing—Bob may head straight to the bathroom on the site without requiring any feedback or conflict at all.

More broadly, when agents are able to track where knowledge is stored within a group (Wegner, 1987), they are able to access it when needed (Rabb et al., 2019). Access to others’ knowledge is often reliable enough that individuals give themselves credit for knowing something when it is not stored within their own heads but is readily accessible from other people (Sloman & Rabb, 2016). Groups can coordinate on complex tasks when their individuals have good models of what the others are trying to do (Goldstone & Theiner, 2017). Group members benefit by converging on their understanding of the overall task and what the possible actions are. This allows them to develop mutual understandings of the internal models that the players are using, and then choose actions/roles that lead to good individual and group solutions.

### 3. Experimental investigations of role specialization

Our laboratory has developed several experimental paradigms for exploring the dynamics of self-organized role specialization. We will use our CARMI framework to organize the explanation of the emergence of role specialization for three reviewed paradigms. Communication was restricted, but the tasks vary on multiple dimensions, such as the number of members, the number of available actions per member, and the types of available feedback. Our goal has been to develop purposefully simplified, parable-like paradigms in order to distill the dynamics of self-organized specialization, and observe theoretically important factors that could be obfuscated by real-world complexities. The time course of coordination that we study is rather short, over the course of tens of minutes. As such, our paradigms are ill-suited.
Table 1
An overview of dimensions along which the three experimental paradigms differ

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature/paradigm</th>
<th>GBS</th>
<th>Exes</th>
<th>Unicorn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of players</td>
<td>Many</td>
<td>2 (2 top/bottom)</td>
<td>2 (2^64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of player outcomes</td>
<td>Medium (50) integers</td>
<td>Small (2) top/bottom</td>
<td>Large (2^64) powerset of grid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback coarseness</td>
<td>Manipulated (Exact vs.</td>
<td>Exact</td>
<td>Partial (intersecting tiles only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>directional)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-timeness</td>
<td>No (end of round)</td>
<td>Manipulated</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal</td>
<td>Collective</td>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>Individual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stressed CARMI components</td>
<td>Adaptation, Repulsion</td>
<td>Adaptation, Repulsion,</td>
<td>Adaptation, Repulsion,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Multi-level Plans</td>
<td>Multi-level Plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intention-modeling</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

for studying the development of lifelong expertise or the dynamics of larger teams. Instead, the paradigms are useful for understanding how people spontaneously differentiate themselves into stable roles, even when they cannot rely on explicit communication or prior social knowledge. These paradigms thus provide lower bounds on our capacity to self-organize. That is, if the members of our experimental groups are able to form reliable specializations even in conditions that are adverse to their formation, it speaks to a broader capacity for coordination through specialization. To foreshadow our findings, many of our groups in each of the paradigms do exhibit role specialization, and the extent to which they do is strongly associated with the success of the group at its assigned task. In what follows, we describe three experimental paradigms: Group Binary Search, Battle of the Exes, and Find the Unicorn. We compare the most relevant characteristics of these experimental paradigms in Table 1.

3.1. Group Binary Search

Our first paradigm was intended to capture the social phenomenon of people adapting their contributions to a group over time so that the group has the right level of total contributions. For example, if a group of friends decides to have a weekly potluck event, early on there may be too little or too much food. Over several weeks, the friends will adjust the amount of food that they prepare so that the total amount of food they bring comes close to the group's requirements. For a more abstract example of pooled contributions, imagine faculty members in a departmental meeting dynamically regulating how much they speak. Too little and too much discussion are both problematic, for reasons of adequately considering important perspectives on an issue and time management, respectively. Faculty members often regulate their own spoken contributions so that the total amount of discussion is appropriate.\(^1\) Both examples of dynamically adjusted pooled contributions are impressive because the members

\(^1\) Some faculty members seem to be trying to maximize how close the discussion comes to filling the entire allotted faculty meeting time rather than adequate coverage of important considerations, leading some to complain, “Whatever issue our department considers, no matter how trivial, somehow ends up filling an entire hour.”
may differ markedly in their individual level of contributions, and there is typically no explicit communication between members about who will adjust their contributions.

In order to explore the coordination capacities of groups, we developed a simple round-based group game called “Group Binary Search.” In computer science, binary search is a search algorithm used to find an item in a sorted array by repeatedly dividing the search interval in half, reducing the time complexity to $O(\log n)$ compared to the $O(n)$ time complexity of a linear search process that simply increments one item at a time starting with the first item in the array. For the sorted array $[2, 5, 8, 10, 15, 16, 18, 19, 27]$ and the target item 10, the binary search algorithm would first check the item halfway in the array, the 5th item, 15, to see if it equals 10. Seeing that 15 > 10, the algorithm then finds the item that falls halfway in the remaining possible items, 8, and seeing that 10 > 8, it then probes the only remaining item between 8 and 15. A simpler version of binary search is the familiar game of one person coming up with a random number between 1 and 100. A second person guesses numbers, with the first person providing “you’re too high” or “you’re too low” feedback until the first person correctly guesses the number.

In our group version of this game (Roberts & Goldstone, 2011), a computer server randomly chooses a number between 51 and 100, and without communication, each group member submits a contribution between 0 and 50. The computer compares the sum of participants’ numbers to its selected number, and broadcasts the same directional (e.g., “Too High”) or numeric (e.g., “Too Low by 17”) feedback to all members. During the next round, members adjust their guesses and receive new feedback, and the game continues until the group correctly sums to the computer’s chosen number. A demonstration of this group experiment can be run at https://pc.cogs.indiana.edu/software-and-simulations/.

It is immediately evident that the group version of this number guessing game is much harder than the individual version. In fact, the individual version is trivial in the case of numeric feedback. If a tester tells an individual guesser that their guess of 24 was too low by 12, then the guesser immediately knows that the target number is 36 and will guess that on the next round. However, even exact numeric feedback does not allow the group to immediately solve its task. If the group is told that it is collectively too low by 17, this does not help an individual know whether they personally should adjust their guess and by how much. We find that the average number of rounds needed for a group to guess the target number increases as group size increases, echoing modeling work showing similar coordination benefits for small over large groups (Galesic, Barkoczi, & Katsikopoulos, 2018). The extent to which this task is harder for the group than the individual is a good measure of how challenging group coordination is.

Fig. 2 shows that both directional and numeric feedback versions of the task are challenging for groups comprised of 2–17 participants. Groups are able to use the greater amount of information in the numeric than directional feedback to reduce the average number of rounds required for solution, but they are still far slower than individuals would be in the numerical feedback version. Groups play the same game multiple times, and over the course of multiple plays, they become more efficient at finding solutions. Analyses indicate that this is because the members of a group develop different roles.
A good way to think about roles in this game is through the notion of reactivity to feedback supplied by the computer. Some players strongly react to feedback such that if the computer tells all of the players that their sum was too high by 23, then they will considerably reduce their contribution on the next round. Other players react only slightly, others do not react at all, and a few players react in the opposite way as expected (e.g., guessing an even higher number) because they predict that their fellow players will overreact. If we denote by $G_r$ a participant’s contribution on round $r$, we can quantitatively measure the reactivity of a participant’s contribution on round $r$ by $(G_r - G_{r-1})$ if the group’s sum was lower than the target number on the previous round, and $(G_{r-1} - G_r)$ if the group was too high. Fig. 3 shows how groups react to feedback in aggregate. In general, groups react in the appropriate direction to feedback, but not strongly enough. The best fitting line relating the groups’ deviation from the target number to their reaction on the subsequent round is flatter than it would ideally be.

This group-level analysis conceals crucial individual differences among the members of a group. Over the course of an experiment, individuals tend to adopt reactivity roles, with some players reacting much more to feedback than others. Over the course of an experiment, the similarity of round-to-round reactivities within a player tends to increase, while the similarity of reactivities across players decreases. This pair of results is a good quantitative signature for the essence of role specialization—an agent developing a consistent pattern of behavior which becomes differentiated from their teammates. Questions about the causes and consequences of role specialization can be answered using this metric of self-similarity (consistency) and other-dissimilarity (differentiation).

One influence on role specialization is group size. As group size increased in our experiment, players tended to adopt more consistent and more differentiated reactivities. Role specialization seems to be spontaneously discovered out of the necessity of coping with large...
groups. Rounds to solution increased markedly as group size increased, and members within large groups realized that they needed to become predictable to their peers while also taking actions that complemented their peers’ actions. Consistent with this interpretation, we found that groups with members that engaged in more role specialization performed better at the group-level task, particularly so for large groups.

Additional analyses showed how players used feedback to adjust their reactivities. Overall, players decreased their reactivities as more rounds within a game were played. When the direction of feedback switched from “too high” to “too low” or vice versa, players tended to markedly reduce their reactivities. Incorporating these strategies into an agent-based model led to better fits to the human results compared to baseline models without these strategies. Consistency was incorporated into the agent-based model by having each agent randomly sample its own level of reactivity from a distribution of reactivities, and then slightly adjusting this personalized reactivity based on the round number and feedback. This model that
incorporated consistent reactivity roles fit our empirical results better, and solved the task faster, than models without agent consistency.

Broadly speaking, the experiments and modeling for Group Binary Search show the importance of people dynamically assuming roles. By reacting in a consistent way that is differentiated from their partners, players help their group solve its task. Over the course of the experiment, groups improve their performance in large part because of this role specialization process. With respect to the CARMI framework, the empirical results of Group Binary Search illustrate clear Adaptation to feedback, with individual members increasingly Modeling and recognizing others’ likely patterns of behavior and adopting Repulsed reactivity patterns that collectively achieve appropriate collective-level reactivity.

3.2. Battle of the Exes

It is fairly obvious to the participants in Group Binary Search that they are facing a challenge of coordination. They are given an explicit group-level task—all members of the group share the same goal—and on every round of guesses, they understand that their guess must combine together with others’ guesses exactly right. In a second paradigm we call Battle of the Exes (Hawkins & Goldstone, 2016), we were interested in whether people develop complementary roles even when it is not clear to them that they are in a game of coordination. Participants are given an individual goal of maximizing their own points. However, coordinating with their partner is the only way to achieve a solution that is jointly stable, fair, and efficient—three priorities of social contracts (Binmore, 2013).

The name “Battle of Exes” derives from an imagined situation in which two ex-lovers are no longer speaking with each other and are each trying to avoid the other. Suppose there are only two coffee shops in their town, one with better coffee than the other. Both exes want to go out for coffee during their simultaneously occurring coffee breaks, but if they both pick the same place and run into one another, both will be unhappy. One of the exes could go to the better coffee shop every day, but that would be unfair. Each could choose randomly, but that would end up with exes often seeing each other, which would not be efficient, and would not provide a stable solution in the long run.

In our real-time instantiation of Battle of the Exes, 568 players were randomly paired together to create 284 two-player groups. On each round of play, the two players are given the choice of moving their avatar to one of two circles, one that they can visibly see will give them a small monetary payoff and one that will give them a larger payoff. The only catch is that if both players move to the same circle, then neither player gets anything for that round. For half of the groups, there was a small discrepancy between the prizes (1 vs. 2 cents), and for the other half, there was a large discrepancy (1 vs. 4 cents). Also, for half of the groups, each of the players could see the other player’s moment-to-moment position as they moved avatars to the circles (Dynamic movement), while for the other half of the groups, the players could only see the final choice that the other player made, as in traditional game-theoretic tasks (Ballistic movement).

The efficiency of a dyad’s choices can be measured as the average of their payoffs across rounds. We found that the dynamic condition led to better overall earnings for both players
Fig. 4. Results from Hawkins and Goldstone (2016). The efficiency and fairness of dyads’ solutions are higher when they can see each other’s moment-to-moment positions. For stability, there was a strong interaction between payoff differential (high vs. low) and the moment-to-moment visibility of players.

than the ballistic condition (Fig. 4A), with participants rarely colliding. In other words, coordination is promoted when the players have full information about one another’s moment-to-moment inclinations. Second, the fairness of a dyad’s choices can be measured by the ratio of the average earnings of the player who earned less relative to those of the player who earned more. A ratio of 1 would indicate a perfectly fair distribution of earnings. The dynamic condition led to fairer solutions than the ballistic condition, with players earning similar amounts of money (Fig. 4B). One implication of these results under the CARMI framework is that giving the members in a group more information about what others are currently thinking about doing may help them to better Model others’ intentions and Adapt accordingly, allowing the group to achieve more well-coordinated and fair solutions. Reinforcement learning models that combine a feedback control loop to handle low-level Repulsion with higher-level, long-term reward-maximization adaptation replicates these advantages for the dynamic over ballistic condition (Freire, Moulin-Frier, Sanchez-Fibla, Arsiwalla, & Verschure, 2020). This is something for politicians, social network sites, and amusement parks to consider when they are trying to design social spaces for their groups. Mutual visibility of group members is often an effective way to promote coordination.

What are the roles here? Broadly speaking, there were two ways of achieving stable, efficient, and fair outcomes. First, players A and B might alternate over rounds who gets the large payoff (ABABABABABAB). In this case, the roles correspond to temporal differentiation between “even trial” versus “odd trial” winners (similar to bakers self-organizing into a morning shift and an afternoon shift). Second, they could exploit the coordinated equilibrium introduced by the random spatial assignment of payoffs. If A always goes to the “top” target and B always goes to the “bottom” target, their payoffs from round to round will vary but they will roughly even out over the course of the session. In this case, the roles correspond to “top” and “bottom” locations (similar to different basketball players consistently defending their respective targets). But how do we know these roles are stable? We captured the notion of stability in a graded, quantitative measure using the information-theoretic measure of surprisal, which Shannon (1948) defined as the negative logarithm of the probability of an event.
In particular, we computed the average surprisal of a Markov Chain encoding the transition probabilities between events on successive rounds. Intuitively, under stable roles, knowing the outcome of social interaction at one point in time should reduce one’s uncertainty about what will happen at other points in time. An unlikely event will have low probability and an observer would, therefore, be highly surprised to see it happen, given knowledge of other events (see also Vanderschraaf & Skyrms, 2003).

In terms of developing stable roles, there was a striking interaction between payoffs and visibility (see Fig. 4C). In the low-stakes condition, choices in the ballistic condition were more stable than in the dynamic condition. Players in the dynamic condition simply relied on moment-to-moment visual information to figure out who should get the larger payoff on any given round. They did not feel a strong pressure to develop a consistent policy because they could use the continuously available information about player positions to help them coordinate in an ad hoc fashion. However, when the stakes were high, with one circle earning four times what the other circle earned, then the dynamic condition developed even more stable solutions than the ballistic condition. For these higher-stakes situations, it was useful for the players to develop strong norms to help them coordinate, and moment-to-moment information about player positions helped to create these norms. Interestingly, the “temporal alternation”-based roles were more prevalent in the dynamic conditions, whereas the “spatial direction”-based roles were more prevalent in the ballistic conditions.

One finer-grained metric of “conflict” in a group is the length of time both players spend moving toward the high payoff option before one “peels off” and lets the other player have the high payoff prize. Using “peel off” time as an objective measure, groups generally have more conflict at the beginning of the experiment session than at the end. The higher-stakes condition has more conflict early on than the lower-stakes condition, but by the end of the experiment, the ordering is flipped. Groups that have more conflict at the beginning of the experiment tend to have less conflict than other groups by the end of the experiment, and are more likely to develop stable, fair strategies. One take-home message is that conflict in groups is not necessarily something to be avoided; especially in high-stakes situations, it may spur negotiation that leads to more stable, long-term solutions. It may be tempting to try to pave over a disagreement in a group, but letting the group work through these conflicts is often key to giving them the motivation and insight that they need to develop creative, well-coordinated roles and norms. However, as a corollary, when factors such as existing power hierarchies or social group stereotypes determine how those conflicts are resolved, long-term inequalities may be baked into the resulting roles (e.g., O’Connor, 2019).

With respect to the CARMI framework, the Battle of the Exes is particularly useful for illuminating the relationship between timescales in Multi-level planning and Adaptation. Although participants were generally not thinking about this across-round strategy prior to their interactions, when they stumbled across it during early rounds, they recognized its value and worked to make it persist despite occasional disruptions. If participants had only been thinking in terms of within-round strategy, then this alternation strategy would not have been nearly as stable as it was.

Battle of the Exes also provides a good example of multiple, interacting temporal scales of strategies. Within-round strategies of generosity, bluffing, and chicken in the dynamic
condition led to across-round strategies, such as alternation and grim reaper (“If you don’t alternate with me, I’m going to always choose the high payoff option”) (Fudenberg & Tirole, 1991). Within-round conflict turned out to be instrumental in achieving across-round complementary coordination. The importance of dynamic, real-time interaction for establishing complementary roles (e.g., peel-off times within each round) becomes apparent when we focus on the local processes by which roles emerge rather than their stable final form (e.g., stability across rounds). Local social interaction processes like imitation, preemption, argumentation, negotiation, proposing, straw polling, and voting all help groups reach effective role specializations over longer timescales. Dyads of actively interacting people find creative role specializations well beyond those created when individuals are restricted to producer and receiver roles (Theisen, Oberlander, & Garrod, 2010).

3.3. Find the Unicorn

In the Battle of the Exes game, there were two primary strategies for developing complementary roles that served as a major focal point attractor (Binmore & Samuelson, 2006), namely, temporal or spatial differentiation. In addition, on any single round, player actions collapsed to only two outcomes—choosing the high or low payoff option. These simplifications made the patterns of dyadic interaction robustly analyzable. However, in our final paradigm for exploring role specialization (Andrade-Lotero & Goldstone, 2021), we considered a situation with a more open-ended space of strategies and with multiple, incompatible focal attractors. If players still adopted complementary roles when many role decompositions are possible, it would shed light on the way partners are mutually shaping one another’s strategies and the mechanisms players used to achieve such effective coordination.

We devised a task called Find the Unicorn, a two-player game in which players search for a unicorn in an 8×8 grid of tiles. On some trials, we hid a unicorn below a randomly chosen tile; on other trials, we removed the unicorn entirely. The two players simultaneously uncovered tiles, revealing whether the unicorn lies beneath them. Critically, we withheld information from the players. A player cannot see which tiles their teammate has uncovered, or whether a unicorn was found. If both players uncover the same tile, the overlap is signaled to both players by changing its color. At any point during a given round, either player can make a guess about whether the unicorn is present in or absent from the current grid. The other player sees the guess and may use it to inform their own guess. The round ends when both players announce that their guess is a final decision, at which point they receive feedback about their individual scores. The score depends on whether the player’s guess is correct, subtracting the number of tiles that were uncovered by both players, thus incentivizing fast and accurate completion at the group level. This paradigm is inspired by collaborative search tasks (Brennan, Chen, Dickinson, Neider, & Zelinsky, 2008), where participants must efficiently divide the visual field, such as two bodyguards splitting the range of vision to scan for potential threats, or two children looking at a picture book (e.g., Where’s Waldo?). It may also be interpreted in terms of a more abstract “division of labor” by assuming that each tile represents some degree of effort.
Most dyads eventually settled on a strategy where players jointly uncovered the full grid without redundantly uncovering the same tiles, effectively partitioning the grid. In the top row of panel (A) in Fig. 5, we show the four classes of coordinating strategies that were observed, and the bottom row shows unsuccessful dyads. To measure how well a dyad of players self-organized into complementary roles (i.e., subregions of the grid), we devised a Division of Labor Index (DL index), which operationalizes the idea that perfect coordination (a high DL Index value) is achieved when both players uncover the entire grid and do not overlap at all. The DL index significantly increased over successive rounds of the game, as members of a dyad learned to search nonoverlapping, complementary regions of the grid. The DL
index was positively related to the two players’ consistencies, operationalizing consistency as the percentage of tiles that one player treats the same, either turning over or not, over two successive rounds. When there was substantial overlap in the tiles across players, performance on subsequent trials improved when the two players changed their selected tiles to differing degrees. That is, better coordination was observed when one player reselected the same tiles (stubbornness), while the other uncovered a different set of tiles from the previous round (flexibility). Similar to the behavior of effective groups in the Group Binary Search game, we observed that considerable tile overlap gave rise to complementary degrees of reactivity, with one player being relatively stubborn and the other player being flexible. In panel (B) in Fig. 5, we can understand why this difference in degrees of reactivity led to successful coordination. In this case, Player A stubbornly followed the “Choose Right Side” strategy, while Player B reacted to the overlapping tiles and decided to uncover only the tiles on the left side on the subsequent round.

There are two important determinants of reactivity. The first one is a graded version of a Win-Stay/Lose-Shift strategy (Nowak & Sigmund, 1993; Sloman et al., 2021) in which players prefer to keep using the previous round’s strategy if it has been high scoring. Once a dyad has devised an effective tile divvying strategy, they decrease their reactivity to lock it in place. Second, players were less reactive as the set of tiles they uncovered more closely resembled one of an inventory of possible coordinating strategies. For example, as the set of tiles uncovered by a player increasingly resemble those expected if they were adopting a “Choose Right Side” strategy, then the player is less reactive on the subsequent round. If their tile selections are consistent with their half of a fair strategy, then they tend to “lock in” that strategy, allowing their partner to eventually take up the complementary strategy.

We developed a series of nested agent-based models to explore both the fit of the models to the empirical results and how efficient they each are to achieve coordination. Our baseline model assumed that agents’ shared knowledge of the focal points (Schelling, 1960) indicated by the four pairs of strategies outlined in the top row in panel (A) in Fig. 5. This model could account for some sets of tiles being selected far more often than predicted by chance, but could not account for wide early variation in strategies followed by gradual settling down into a single stable strategy. Thus, we extended the baseline focal points model to incorporate a graded win-stay-lose-shift strategy. While fitting human results better as well as performing better than the baseline model, this model missed certain patterns, such as predicting which player would tend to shift their strategy when two players overlapped considerably in their selected tiles. Consequently, a third model was devised, in which as an agent’s strategy becomes more similar to a focal point, it becomes increasingly likely to keep its strategy and its partner agent becomes more likely to shift its strategy to the complementary strategy of that focal point. This third model fit humans significantly better than the second model and also performed better in the sense of its dyads attaining higher scores.

Find the Unicorn brings together multiple insights from the CARMI framework. Successful players Adapted to the feedback received via scores and overlapping tiles. They were Repelled away from their partner’s strategy by inefficient overlaps, and had to construct a Multi-level plan. This plan potentially involved the longer timescale consideration that being closer to
a coordinating strategy would help their partner recognize their Intentions and lead them to divide the grid in the expected way.

4. General discussion

The three experimental paradigms reviewed above point to the importance of group members specializing to solve their problems. They also point to some of the factors that determine whether the members will, in fact, be able to specialize. Experiment-long experience of members with each other promotes specialization, as does providing moment-to-moment information about members’ strategies to all members. Human participants performed better at both individual and group levels when they adopted complementary roles, and the computational models that fit empirical results the best also incorporate mechanisms that lead to agents developing complementary roles.

4.1. Role specialization in biology and artificial intelligence

The benefits of role specialization within groups have been observed across a wide range of contexts, from eusocial insects to robot swarms. For insects, intrinsic variation in the ability of different castes to perform colony tasks can result in clear divisions of labor and resulting efficiencies (Page & Mitchell, 1991). Additionally, many species have mechanisms for individuals acquiring specializations based on environmental contingencies, such as what food they are given to eat, temperature, predation risk, resource availability, or, as in our experiments, information about the tasks being performed by others (Duarte, Weissing, Pen, & Keller, 2011). Mammals, such as bottlenose dolphins, hunt in groups where individuals play highly delineated and contextually acquired roles, such as drivers of prey fish and barriers to fishes’ escape (Gazda, Connor, Edgar, & Cox, 2005).

Role specialization is especially critical for developing autonomous artificial agents who can coordinate effectively with human teams (Li, Kwon, & Sadigh, 2021). Consequently, a number of classical multiagent coordination algorithms involve explicit planning over role assignments (Grosz & Kraus, 1996; Kinny et al., 1992). Contemporary approaches to multiagent reinforcement learning formalize roles as continuous embeddings that guide each agent’s downstream policy (e.g., Wang, Dong, Lesser, & Zhang, 2020, 2021). A number of insights emerge from studying these artificial systems. In one study by Ferrante, Turgut, Duéñez-Guzmán, Dorigo, and Wenseleers (2015), task partitioning emerged was found among evolved computational agents even when the agents were initially identical, and was favored when there were task switching costs. Task partitioning occurs even when strategy selection is based only on overall group performance with no prior information on possible subtask decompositions. Another factor that promotes role specialization among robots is frequency-dependent profit margins in which agents assess the profitability of actions contingent on other agents’ actions (Dadvar, Moazami, Myler, & Zargarzadeh, 2021). Interestingly, much of the research on swarm robotics has emphasized self-organized task decomposition without information exchange (Lee, Vaughan, & Kim, 2020).
4.2. Developmental trajectories for role specialization capacities

The emergence of differentiated roles has been identified as a key factor driving the evolution of group traits (O’Connor, 2019; Smaldino, 2014) with a strong evolutionarily pressure for individual skills that promote the formation and maintenance of groups (Caporael, Dawes, Orbell, & Van de Kragt, 1989). Indeed, the underlying ability to differentiate roles and accommodate one’s partner to pursue joint goals emerges early in development (see Meyer, van der Wel, & Hunnius, 2016; Tomasello & Hamann, 2012; Warneken, Steinwender, Hamann, & Tomasello, 2014). Collaboration motivates children to take on harder tasks (Butler & Walton, 2013). By 4–5 years old, they are able to reason about differences in knowledge and appropriately divide up roles according to skill levels (Magid, DePascale, & Schulz, 2018), although full competence may emerge later in other (nonphysical) task domains (Baer & Odic, 2022). Further exploration of developmental trajectories associated with each element of the CARMI framework may help to elucidate the specific cognitive mechanisms upon which effective collaboration is built. For example, early heuristics driving rigid “repulsion” dynamics may give way to more flexible context-dependent inferences about others’ mental states and plans as these capacities come online.

4.3. Consequences for real-world groups

The CARMI framework suggests several directions for promoting beneficial role specialization in real-world groups. First, facilitating communication among individuals in a group is often the most reliable way to decompose a group’s task into subtasks. Over time, a group will establish the appropriate conventions and vocabulary to describe the relevant roles for the problems it needs to solve (Hawkins, Goodman, & Goldstone, 2019), and infrastructural technologies can dramatically facilitate communication. Second, an awareness of the need for role specialization may allow groups to “pre-differentiate” members. For example, a team can be explicitly assembled so that its members have diverse skills, backgrounds, and experiences (Page, 2007).

Third, division of labor is often most effective when members do not treat each other as complete black boxes, but rather have some understanding of each other’s tasks, skills, and constraints (Faraj & Sproull, 2000). In each of our paradigms, modeling others’ intentions was essential to role specialization. For Group Binary Search, individuals appear to learn that others are more/less reactive and then accommodate accordingly. In Battle of the Exes, the dynamic condition allowed some signaling of intentions, but even in the ballistic condition, dyads were able to coordinate to focal strategies across rounds. In Find the Unicorn, there were multiple focal strategies, but players were often successful across games by mutually recognizing their closeness to a particular focal strategy and then making adjustments to pursue that strategy more efficiently. Even if individuals do not fully understand what experts on their team are doing, they may nonetheless come to rely on experts to achieve their own goals, and relying on experts itself becomes a norm that benefits the entire group (Andrade-Lotero, Velasco-García, Ortiz-Duque, & Goldstone, 2022). Given these results, a recommendation is for groups to consider interventions that help members correct misconceptions and refine
internal models of each other, such as task rotation, job shadowing, and cross-cutting activities bringing together multiple teams.

Conversely, understanding the processes underlying emergent role differentiation may shed light on the systematic forces that lead inequitable divisions of labor (and divisions of resources) to form and persist. For example, Cailin O’Connor (2019) shows in a simple computational model how roles easily sort along social categories (like gender) in ways that enforce long-run inequity and discrimination. For example, imagine a group dance where men have the role of stepping forward first, and women have the role of stepping back (p. 47). Locally, it becomes easy to avoid stepping on the toes of future partners of the opposite gender. But once role-based expectations are entrenched, they are highly robust to deviations (see also Bai, Fiske, & Griffiths, 2022). Similar mechanisms may drive rich-get-richer feedback loops in status hierarchies (Ridgeway, 2019), as when groups preferentially allocate roles (e.g., the “leader” role) to individuals with type-consistent attributes. Thus, role specialization is best understood as a double-edged sword, and an important direction for future work is to better understand the forces driving inequalities to counteract harmful outcomes.

5. Conclusions

The CARMI framework identifies key factors in the bottom-up emergence of specialized roles within groups. The final row of Table 1 compares the three reviewed paradigms in terms of the CARMI components that were strongly implicated. All three paradigms crucially involved collective adaptation (A) of a group based on feedback supplied to it, and repulsion (R) of individuals from each other’s strategies. In “Group Binary Search,” these two processes suffice to yield agents with specialized roles that conjointly react appropriately to environmental signals. To A and R, “Battle of Exes” crucially adds multi-level (M) plans in which agents are not simply trying to maximize their payoffs on any given round, but are also trying to find stable, fair, and efficient strategies that work well in the long run. This gives rise to turn-taking solutions missed by agents who focus only on the scale of a single game round. Finally, “Find the Unicorn” provides evidence for agents also developing models of each other’s intentions (I). Agents that infer goals and intentions from their partners’ actions help their group by accurately predicting how their partners will behave in novel situations, and successfully coordinating with them even in the presence of noise and environmental perturbations. Finally, direct communication (C) is notable in our three paradigms only because of its conspicuous absence. We stand by our decision to minimize communication in our experimental “parables” of collective coordination because communication would have likely led to ceiling levels of coordination. However, this is also an admission that direct communication of plans is often the single most potent tool of collective coordination (Vorobeychik, Joveski, & Yu, 2017).

In our experimental paradigms, we operationalized the notion of an individual’s role within a group as consistent behavior within the individual (self-similarity) and systematically different behaviors across individuals (other-dissimilarity). Roles, thus defined, emerged as a result of individuals’ tendencies to differentiate themselves from their partners, dynamically react
to their partners’ behaviors, model their partners’ knowledge and intentions, respond to feedback, and develop multi-level strategies. For most real-world groups, these abilities are supplemented by explicit communication between members about how the group’s task should be decomposed into subtasks. Role specialization through explicit communication and enforcement of agreements may seem at odds with the self-organized emergence of roles emphasized by our work and others’. However, we would argue that a decentralized, self-organizing approach to the structured division of labor is still highly relevant even when communication and contracts are involved. One of the main activities that decentralized networks of agents do to promote their prosperity is to build systems of rules, contracts, communication protocols, and organizations (Ostrom, 1990). Sophisticated communication systems and binding contracts are themselves the result of a complex, self-organized interplay between contracts, monitors, courts, constitutions, sanctions, channels, routing rules, and protocols. Our highly simplified role specialization paradigms provide a close-up view of some beginning steps that decentralized, disorganized groups take on the way to becoming more organized.
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